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ABSTRACT

This paper covers the basic models used in time series analysis, i.e., autoregressive,

moving average, ARMA models. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
function are discussed, along with examples. State-space models and the associated
Kalman filter are studied, as well as stationarity, invertibility, and the Wiener fil
ter. Fourier transforms are used to convert time oriented data into models in the

frequency domain by use of the periodogram. The topics and methods presented
are used to analyze hourly ozone data collected at sites throughout California. The

model that most accurately reflects the data is ARIMA(1,0,0)(1,0,0)24.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1

Time Series

A time series is a collection of observations indexed by (Ik; time of each obser
vation. A special role is played by time in the relationship between time-ordered

variables. Time series analysis is the study of these relationships, and is used in:
many different area,s to detect underlying cyclical patterns. W^e attempt to find
these patterns, whether they are evident or more subtle. As we do so, we can

attempt to achieve the goal of finding a useful way (or model) to express a time-

structured relationship that gives rise to an observed series and to predict future
values of a series based on the history ofthat,series.

1.2 Types of Models

We try to use the available data to build a statistical model representing the
relationship between the variable x and the time t to forecast future values, or
to explain past values of the x''s. If we only applied regression techniques, we

might formulate a model that does not have a time-Ordered relationship between
the variables, nOr a measurement of correlations between the error terms. Also, the
assumption ofindependence would not be applicable to time series. Fortunately, we
have more Satisfactory models at our disposal.

We' will discuss three types of models: autoregressive moving average, state
space, and frequency domain models. Each of these have benefits as well as ob

stacles involved in their usage. The first models, usually called ARMA models,
have assumed great importance in modeling situatiohSv They can be used if we

1

can reasonably represent the data as a weighted linear combination of present and
past terms, or random shocks. Unfortunately, we never know the exact underlying

process. If we are unable to observe data directly, but have to depend on a related
observation that has measurement error contained in it, we may use a state sp^

model. In some applications, it is important to have an efficient method of com

puting the current:estimated value which requires as little storage ofinformation as
possible, such as the Kalman filter, which however is somewhat complicated. And
if we wish to find hidden cycles or periodicities, we can enter the frequency domain

and make use ofthe peribdogrhih:

other procedures have been designed to

reduce the computational costs of computing covariances with very large numbers
of observations.

■

'V

^

1.3 What is Covered in this Project

This project will begin with an overview of time series. This section will include

topics such as stationarity and invertibility. The Wold decomposition is introduced
as a fundamental representation of the time series that we will bo investigating.

Also, we will attempt to show how estimators can be derived based on geometrical
methods using Ililbert. spaces.

CA

In the next section, we discuss model specification, going into more d(!t:ail con
cerning the three types of models. Here we will study autocorrelation fuiictions,

which describe how a current value of a series is related to its own past (or future)
values by measuring the strength and direction of the relatibhship among the obser
vations. The Kalman filter, which is a method to update a linear projection for the
system, is mentioned as a major example of the state space representation. We will

show how Fourier transforms are used to convert time-oriented data into frequency

domain models by use ofthe periodogram, and the Wiener filter will be discussed.

1.4 Data Analysis

To conclude the project, we will use the topics and rnethods presented to look for
various patterns in a large database of hourly ozone measurements taken at a dozen

sites throughout California over a period of four to five years during the growing
season from the late spring to mid-autumn. Some patterns are clear, such as ozone
level vs. time of day. Other patterns are not as obvious. The computer package
SYSTAT is used to examine computatiohal problems and analyze the:data,.: Since

there is a certain amount of naissing data, the topic of how to use the remaining
data is also addressed,

'

As we investigate the data, we choose a site (Barton Flats) as the one that had
the highest amount ofozone recorded among the sites, as welt a,s the highest varia,nce.

After comparison to several basic rhodels, the autoregressive models appear to be
best suited to fit the recorded measurements of ozone. Two models are chosen and

their residuals are compared. A seasonal model: AR.IMA(1,0,0),(1,0.0)24, is chosen
based on having a smaller residual total. The Kalinan filter is also used, based on
the monthly highs obtained for the same site.

Chapter 2. Time Series
2.1

Introduction

f As an introduction, we first consider the probabilistic structure that underlies
time series observations. We write Xt for the observation made at time t. The units

of time depend on the application; they could be years^ months, weeks, days^ etc.
In this project, we will be primarily using hours. We assume that the observations
are equally spaced in time.

Iii order to model the uncertainty in our observations, we assume that for each
time t, xi is a random variable. Therefore, the behavior of Xf, will be determined

by h probability distribution.

However, a very important characteristic of time

series models, as compared to models used in many other areas pf statistics, is that

we assume that the observations made at different points in time a,re sta,tistically
dependent. We seek to investigate this dependence. So, for two time points t and
s, the joint behavior oixt and

will be determined from n joint biyariate distribu

tion. More generally; the collection of random observa,tions would be governed from
their joint multivariate distribution. The finite set of observations 3pi,X2,... ,Xn
is considered to be a portion of a much longer sequence going indefinitely into the
future, and possibly into the past.

The sequence ofrandom variables{xi,X2, ■ ■ ■}or {...,a;_i,xq,a^i, ®2,...}is called
a stochastic prbcess. Althbugh it is known that the conaplete probabilistic structure
of such a process is determined by the set of distributions bf all finite collections of
x's, we will not deal explicitly with these mult.ivariate distributions. Much bf the
informationin these joint distributions can be described in terms bf means, variances

and covariances.

2.2 Stationarity

In order to make statistical inferences about the structure of a stochastic process

on the basis of a finite observed record of the process, we need to make some sim

plifying assumptions. The most important such assumption is that of stationarity.

Definition. A stochastic process {xt} is said to be strictly stationary if the joint
distribution of x{ti),x{t2), ■ ■ ■ ,x{tn) is the same as the joint distribution of x{ti —
k),x{t2 — k),... ,x{tn — k)for all choices of time points ti,t2, ■ ■ ■ ,tn and all choices
of time lag k. If a stationary process has finite variance, then the covariance must

depend only on the time lag. A process{xt} is said to be weakly stationary if the

mean is constant over time, and co\{xt,Xt-k)= cov(2:o,a;fe) for all time t and lag k.
The basic idea is that the probability laws governing the process do not change
with time,that is, the process is in a sort ofstatistical equilibrium, The weak form of

stationarity says that the process has a mean, variance and autocorrelation function

that are constant through time. The strong form of stationarity requires that the
entire probability distribution function for the process is independent of time. If
the joint distributions of a process are alTmultivariate normal, then the concepts
are identical. With stationarity, we can develop a simple theoretical framework and
useful sample statistics.

If a time series is not stationary, we may be able to modify the data to get a
stationary serie sand later reverse the rhodifications to obtain forecasts. Examples

include taking a square root or using a logarithmic transformation for variance

stabilization. Another example of a transformation to achieye stationarity is the

technique of differencing. A series with a stationary mean returns fairly quickly to
a constant mean. If a series does not return quickly to a constant mean, we may

be a.ble to create a new series with a constant niean by differencing the data, that
is, finding successive changes in the series. This technique will be explained more
fully in section 3.1.2.

2.3

Stochastic Processes

Although it is possible to study time series analysis without using Ililbert space
terminology and techniques, it does have advantages, since results obtained from
Euclidean geometry can often be used to make complicated algebraic results geo
metrically easier to understand.

If we have a set of random vectors of dimension p with mean zero and finite

variances, we may define an inner product of two members A and K by < .Y,Y >=

E{XY'), a matrix value. This forms a Hilbert space, since the inner product space
is complete, as will be the case here. If two random vectors have an inner product

. of zero, then they are orthogonal(and uncorrelated):

Theorem 1. [5] Let {Ll,P) he a probability space. Then the set H = {X\E ||
A'A' II< oc} is a Ililbert space under the inner product < .Y,Y >.
The inner product is the covariance, so it is reasonable to use projections. A

p-comporient stochastic process is a parameterized family {Ar}, t G T. where the
parameter set T represents time, of random variables defined on some probability

space {Tl,P). A random vector is a column vector, A = (Ai,... ,Aj,)', each of

wlipse components is a random variable. Since a stochastic process is a function

X:

X R —>■ R, we may useXt instead of X {uj,t).

A process that is weakly statiOhary is a,lsb. called stationary in the wide sense. If

X is stationary, E{Xt) ~ E{Xo), aLnd-E{Xt+k:yXt) = E{Xk, Xo) for all t.

2.4

Wold's Decomposition

In this section we discuss Wold's decomposition, which provides a basis for de
composing a process into a series derived from a "white noise" process^ so that any
covariance-stationary series can be written in this manner.

Definition. The Gaussian white noise process uMh parameter}

is a stationary

process defined as a sequence of independent, identieqlly distributed randotn variables

yjhere each {st} has a N {0., a^) distribution.
The term white noise comes from the fact that a frequency analysis of the model
shows that, in analogy with white light, all frequencies enter equally.

Theorem 2. [9j (Wold's decomposition): Let A', be a covariance-stationary stochas
tic process. Then there exists a Gaussian white noise process Si, and a deterministic
process K,t, such that:
OO

Xt =

■

"

■

fpjSt-j +

(1)

j=0

where "00 = 1 and
One might think that we were able to write this type of process in the form of

(1) just because we are restricting our focus, to a convenient class of models. In fact,
this representation is fundamental for any covariance-stationary time series.

The term St represents the error made in forecasting Xi on the basis of a linear

function of lagged X ;

et = Xt-E{Xt\Xt-uXt-2,...).
This equation uses conditional notation, with the predicted value of Xt, given

:Xi^x,Xt-2, ■ ■ ■ that have come beforehand. The value of kt is uhcorrelated
any

though Kt can be predicted arbitrariiy well from a linear function of

past values of X :

The term Kt is called the linearly deterministic cohiponent,of

while

06

is called the linearly indeterministic component. If/vt = 0,then the process is called
purely linearly indeterministic.

This proposition was first prov

by Wold in 1938. It relies ori stable secohdy

moments ofX but makes no use of higher moments. Therefore it describes pptimal
linear forecasts of X,as opposed to forecasts obtained by fitting a quadratic model
to the data.

2.5

Geometry of Weakly Stationary Stochastic Sequences

Definition. The backshift opemtov B is defined as follows: when B operates on

anp time-subscripted variable^ the time subscript is shifted by i time units. So,
B^Xt:= Xt-i, but B'^G = C.This notation can also be used to write differenced series.

Such as series may be written as: Wt = Xt — Xt-\ = Xt — Bxt =(1 — B)xt.

8

Suppose that {et} is the innovation process for Xt and the Kf in the Wold de
composition is equal to zero. Then we may write the Wold decompostition as: ;

xt =

We may prCdiet

> 0, by using a linear combinatipn of current and past :r's

(called au information set): it

-v.}.

Definition. ij(B) is inveftible ifif>(B)~^ =^(S)
If

is invertible, the {a;t} process can also be expressed in this way:

For example, a process defined by Xi = Si — li'iSi-i is invertible (this will be defined
later invsection 3.1.1 as an MA(1)process). This process is St—

=(1 ■v V'l•5)e^•

Sq we see that at = (1 — ipiB)~^Xt. This shows that St = 4>{B)~^-Xt, So that (2) is
satisfied. Since Ir/'ij K 1^ to find (1 — 'f'lB)^^ we use a geometric series, and obtain

1+iIjiB +iplB'^ +

Therefore, St — {1+ipiB+ipfB"^ +.. .)xt = J2'^o i'lB^^t =

^' ^' o'^jB^xt — '4'{B)xt, if we let ipl = ipj. However, not all processes are iavertible:
for example, the differenced series Xt — £t~ ^t-i-

Notice that the set B is equivalent to the set B = {et, £t-i,

. • . } in the sense

that the spans are the same on Hilbert space, that is, invertibility implies that span

(a;i,a:;t_i, . ..) = span (et,£t_i, . ..).

9

Definition. A linear predictor Xt^A,\i of XtArn based pn It is a raridorn variable of
the form :/

where '

oq A.fliB- A a^B^ ... .
By definition, the hest linear prediction niininiizeS:the prediction error variance^
whichds;given by:

We separate out the future c's from those in If by writing:
m—1

. _J_
lP(^BfSt-\-m:— ^ ^ d^jet-^rm—j"b
j=0

^ /i/i.<r. .
m-j-)

j=rn

where the first terna on the right side represents the future e's, and the second

terrn represents those in. It- Notice that for j =£ m, this particular

We may also write the equation as:

A/ifrnPt-

'4>jet+m-j_+ifprp{Bjet, where if(^rn){B) =:

Bm+iBi Also notice that, for i = 0, the right side of the equation becomes

tPmB^St = d-'mei, as before. Then the variance in equation (.3) is equal to:

M A(B)\= A^prrpfB)f

the variance is inininiized, and the best -least-squares

predictor of Xf+m based on B is

■

10

Let F{B)be a Laurent series in B.We introduce the notation[F{B)]+,to denote

the series where only positive powers of B are kept. Thus, we express '0(m)(^) as
, where only non-negative powers of B are kept, that is, the current

and past values. For example,if m == 2,then -0(2)(-S)=[0(5)/5^]+. All expressions
with negative powers (the future values) are dropped. Then the best least squares
predictor of x^^rn is:

64. The operation [F(B)]+ chooses the realizable

portion of the function [F'(S)],,called the transfer function. When basic or funda
rnental noise sequences are involved,

realizes the orthogonal projection ohtb

the subspace spanned by the noise sequences:

If we look further at

we see that the yariabie- to be predicted,

can

be written as 'd'{B)B~"'Sf since B~™ot = St+m- The best predictor, [ij)(B)/B^"],, St,
eliminates th(;random variables St+m, , w-i,• • • ,£<-1 from w{B)B~'"'ei. Since these
s's are uhcorrelated with the s's that are in It, dropping these uncorrclatcd random

variables is equivalent to taking the orthogonal projection ofthem Onto the subspace

spanned by the e's in It- So the key point here is that the operator [yl'{B)/5"']^. is,
therefore, the Hilbert space projection operator.
Another way to say this is that, the best predictor Xt|.„i t is such that the pre

diction error Xi+m — xt+ni\t is orthogonal to, i.e., uncorrelated with, all the s's in A,
or to Xt,Xt-i,... , by the equivalence of the subspace spanned by St,£t-i,• • • with
that spanned by Xt,Xf-i,t = 0,1,... .

This fact is known as the orthogonality principle. As an illustration, we look at;

the least squares approach from classical regression. We consider random variables
a^i,:. ..

wliich are used to estiniate another randorn;variable y in the rniriimum

11

mean square sense, that is:

ra\nE{y -^aiXif.
i=i

Il w^ look at a slight change in Uj froni its optimal value a°^ we see that the
coefficients are optinlal if and only if:

^=(y-Y]

= 1,... ,n.

Therefore, this mea,ns that the error of the optiinal estimator, y

is

orthogonal to every vector, Xj, j= 1,... ,n.
representation requires fitting an infinite number

of parameters {ip\,n>2,...) to the data. With a finite nurnber of observations on

{x\,X2,... ,2:r), of course this will never be possible. To be practical, we therefore
need to make some adffitional assumptions about the nature of (i^i,■02, • • ^

A

typical assumption is that 0(.B) can be expressed as the ratio qf two finite-order
polynomials:; -; ; .

These give what are known as ARMA models.

12

Chapter 3. Model Specification

This section introduces univariate autoregressive moving average (ARMA) pro

cesses, which provide a very useful class of models for describing the dynamics of an
individual time series. We discuss the models first, and then proceed to an overview

of estimating and formulation of the models, defining the autocorrelation and partial
autocorrelation functions along with graphical examples. Next, we describe statespace models and the associated Kalman filter. Finally, we switch from the time
domain to the frequency domain using spectral analysis, the periodogram, and the
Wiener filter.

3.1

ARMA Models

We now look at the autoregressive moving average models, and also we provide
an overview of the Box and Jenkins methodology for estimating parameters of the
models.

3.1.1

Stationary ARMA Processes

There are three major types of ARMA processes: autoregressive, moving average,

and mixed processes, which are discussed in this section[9].
Autoregressive processes are as their name implies: regressions on themselves.

The autoregressive (AR) model is given by equations such as:
Xt — (l)iXt-i + at,

or:

+ 4'2Xt-2
13

■ ■

af.

The autoregressive terms are the past values of a; with their associated coefRcientS;

The order (p) of an AR model or process is the highest lag length of the AR terms,
The first equation has p = 1 and is denoted AR(t). The second equation has,as its
highest lag length p = 2, and is AR(2). We could intuitively think of this model
representing the height of ocean waves above the bottom of the ocean as a randorn
variable

measured^^e

half second. Then our predicted value, St, woiild be

based on a measured value from .5 s(!conds before multiplied by an appropriate
constant

in addition to a measured value from 1 second earlier multiplied by

a (•onstant 02. The random error (or shock) rq would be assumed to be zero for
the prediction. Values obtained more than 1 second beforehand would not be used.

This is a second order difference equation, whose behavior can be compared with a
second order differential ecpiation.

The general AR(p) niOdel is given by:
■ xt —(f>{B)xt+ at =

%Xt-j+ at

The 0 coefficients satisfy certain conditions if the mean of the process is sta

:tiohary^. :For ekarnple, in aa AR(T) process, stationarity requiTes that 10i] < 1. For
an AR(2) pfocess, these Conditions m^

all be true: |02| < 1,02 -b 0i <1, and

02 — 01 < 1. In practice, wc don't observe the AR process coefficients, instead we
see

We^7n

mpving average process. The moving average

model is given by equations such as:

x-i — o,f

0\(it—-[.

14

or:

The terminology moving average comes from the fact that x-t is obtained by applying
the weights 1,—61,-62 to the variables at,at-i,at-2 and then moving the same
weights one unit of time forward and applying them to

at,at_i to obtain Xt+i.

The past "random shocks" (Of_fc) with their associated cpeflicients are called moving
average terms. A past random shock

is not a past value oi xt, but is the random;

shock component of a;t_A:, so an MA term represents part of a past value of rrt- As
an example,the MA term in the first equation is —6iat-i. Here the at^1 term is not

the past value Xt^i, but is a part of Xt-i. To see this, ive can subtract 1 from each
time subscript to get Xt-i = —6iat-2 + o-t-i- So, at-i is a component of Xt-i- MA

terms are convCiitionally written with negative signs.

The order(g) of an MA process is^ t^ highest lag lehgth of the MA terms, so the
first equation is a first-order (g =.1) MA process, known as MA(1). The:second
equation has a lag length of 2, and is called MA(2). A possible use of this model
might be to let the random variable Xt represent the height of a river in a tropical
area that receives rain nearly every day. xt would be influenced by the prior;day's
height plus the day's rainfall, minus water that flows away from the area measured.

We could predict the height based on the current random shock, minus the random

shock from the previous day multiplied by a constant 61 (the first MA term). We
would also remove the random shock from two days earlier multiplied by a constant
62, to obtain xi.

15

In general, MA(g) processes can be written as:
■ 9

Xf

Clf

^^
3=1

A model that combines both AR and MA processes is given by:

Xt =

— OiCit-iA-df

This is called a mixed process with p = 1 and g = 1, referred to as an ARMA(1,1)
process. Generally, this type of ARMA(p,g) process is represented as:
p

q

Xt — ^ ^

^^

i=i

i=i

~t" df.

Earlier, we discussed stationarity conditions for AR processes. MA processes
have similar conditions that are required for invertibility.

Unless we are careful,

ambiguous results may be obtained, such as 9 and 1/9 yielding the same correlation
(for an MA(1) process). The reason for this is because an MA process has an

equivalent AR form. To see this, consider an MA(1) model, Xt =

— dat_i. First we

rewrite this as%= xt+9dt-i, and then replace t by t—1 to get dt^i = Xt-i +9{if^2.
We substitute for Ot-i to get:

dt = Xt +9{xt-i +9at-2)= Xt +9xt-i +9^dt-2:

,

If \9\ < 1, we may continue this substitution into the past and obtain:

dt = Xt +9xt-i

9^xt-2 A- ■ ■ ■

or

Xt = i-9xt-i - 9'^Xt-2 -...) A dt
16

If 1^1 < 1, we see that the MA(1) can be "inverted" into an infinite-order au
toregressive process, AR(oc),and so the MA(1) process is invertible. For an MA(2)
process, invertibility requires that |^2| < 1,0-2+0\ < 1, and 6-2 — B\ < 1. Invertibility
ensures that the absolute values of the implied weights on the re's in this equivalent

AR form become smaller as the lag length on the past a;'s incixiases. The more
recent data is then given more importance for understanding the present than data
from the distant past.

For a general MA({/) model, we define the MA characteristic polynomial as:

..

:/Vt

9{]j)=

92y^-...- Oqij",

1-9iy-9-2y^-...-9qif = 0.

-y . v . y . , ; t, (5)

It can then be shown that, the MA(y)model is invertible, that is, there are constants
■

TTj such that

■

At ~ ^ ^
. .t.y.

,/;t

~h *^t
V. : 't-'"' ■''A

t

T

if and only if the roots of the MA characteristic equation (5) exceed 1 in absolute
value. The uniqueness problem is solv(!d if we restrict attention to the physically
realizable class of invertible models.

■' ■ ■ ■

.

■

We may look at this in terms of zeros and poles of polynomials. Recall that if

/(«) has a pole at ;ro, then as x —)■ ;co, /(a:) —)• Too. For example, if/(:r) = 1/(1—.r).
then there is a pole at x = 1.

For |<?| < 1, we may use a geometric series to express (1 — 9B)~^ = 1+ 9B -\
9-B^ T.,. where B^ai = at-i. There are poles where 1/(1— 9x) < 0. When 1— 9x =
17

(),x = 1/9, so there are poles when |1/0| > 1. We see that with the MA(1) process:
Xt = at^9at-.i =J(l--9B)at. T^^

(1 9B
and.'/' - ^A. .

9B)~^xt^ dt. Substituting, we find:

9^B^

• ■)Xt — dt ,

^

;

Xt = -9xt^i-f'Xt-2-... + Ui,'

; '

■■

an AR(oo) process as before.

3.1.2 Estimating Model Parameters

As we formulate the rnodels to be used, and estimate the parameters involved

in them, we will follow the strategy given by Box and Jenkins (see[21). In model
specifiGation, the classes of time series niodels are selected that may be appropriate

for a given observed series. We look at the time plot of the series, compute various

statistics, and apply knowledge from the subject area involved. The model chosen

is tentative at this point and subject to revision later, We shall try to use the prin
ciple of parsimony; that is, the model should require the smallest possible number
of parameters that will adequately represent the data. The more parameters we
estimate, the more room there is to go wrong. Although complicated models can

track the data very well over the period for which the parameters are estimated,
they often perform poorly when used for forecasting. For example, the 19C0s saw

the development of a number of large macroeconornic models supposedly describ
ing the economy using hundreds of macroeconornic variables and equations. It was
or q
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The next step, model fitting, consists of finding the best ppssible estimates of

the unknown parameters that are used in the model. Next, model diagnostics is
Concerned with analyzing the quality of the model specified. We see if the model
fits the data and check if the model's assumptions are reasonably satisfied. If no

inadequacies are found, thPn the modeling may be,assurned to be complete,and the
model can be used to forecast future values. Otherwise, we choose another model

by returning to model Specification.
In this section we cover several topics: autocorrelation, partial autocorrelation

coefficients, integrated processes, more on backshift notation, the general

ARlMA(p,ri,q) process, and seasonal models. Since we are investigating the de
pendence between observations made at different points in time, we now look at
the concept of autocorrelation. We are able to measure how any current, value

of a series

is related to its own future values

• •.), or its own past

values {xt-i,Xt-2,• ■ ■)■ This measurement is called autocorrelation, and it mea
sures the strength and the direction of the relationship among observations within
a single time series Xt when the observations are separated by k time periods

(k = 1,2, . . . ,n), where n is the number of total time periods observed. We treat
the terms of a series

as one random variable, the terms x-t -k as another, and

consider the correlation coefficient between them. The study of autocorrelation pat
terns thereby obtained can lead to identifying the appropriate ARAIA model for the
series.

Some definitions follow. By the assumption of stationarity, the mean is indepen

dent of I: We denote this as fix = E{xt). The. population variance is (t| = E{xt— fix) ',
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which is also independent of t by the hypothesis of stationarity. Also,

COv(^Xf,

—

fjtx)]
= 1,2,... ,K to bo:

■ ■ . ■A . V,

.:A

,cov(a;t,.a;i4.fe),'

■ ■■A:.:: ;:: ;,y:-AA- - - :.i
Suppose we observe

- a. -^2 ■ ■

A
-

, A-'v;- ;

,■

. . . , Xn- Then the sample autocorrelation coefficient is de

fined as:

^

a'

A

A'

■

, ^a".. 'a:, '^k

t=l

■. . .

■ .. : ■ n

• ' . A;

■ ;;A- , - - , , 'A .

^

•■ ■ .■■. '•■•A'v;

A

,A

A: ' '

-AA'

E(^t
t=i

where n is the sariiple size.^^^^ V

for i; = 1,2,.., ,K are computed and the

resulting set of values Is the sample autocorrelation function (SACF).
Any rk is only a sample value that could differ from zero only because of sampling
yariation: To determine the importance of this sample statistic, we compare it with
its standard error. An approximate standard error for rj, is:

n

To test for a linear association in the population between xt and Xt+ki we test
Ho '■ Pifc — 0, versus the alternate hypothesis Ha '■ Pk

t = {rk — Pk)/s{rk)- Notice that t is the ratio of the statistic

0, with the t-statistic

to its standard error

s(rfc),since pk is hypothesized to be zero. If we have a stationary mean, th<i SACF
decays quickly toward zero. This means that the autocorrelation cpefficiepts should
be within two standard error limits from zero by about lag 5 or 6.
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We now introduce the concept of partial autocorrelation coefficients. To do so,
we consider the set of n regression equations on time t:

Xt = Ci +(j)iiXt-i + cii,t
Xt = C2+(j>2lXt-l +(f>22Xt-2 + 0'2,t

Xt = Cn + 4)n\Xt-l +(t>n2Xt-2 + • • • +(l)nnXt-n +

Note that if Xt is positively correlated with Xt-i^ then by the assumption of

stationarity, Xt-i is positively correlated with xt-, and then

is likely to be posi

tively correlated with Xt-2- The population partial autocorrelation coefficient at lag
A; = 1,2,... ,n is defined to be the coefficient

in each equation. Each popula

tion coefficient is estimated for a given data set by its sample

resulting in a set of

estimates called a sample partial autocorrelation function (SPACE). The partial au
tocorrelation function(PAGE)at lag k,denoted by (j)kk, is the correlation between xt
and xt-n after removing the effect of the intervening variables Xt-i,Xt-2-, ■ • • ,Xt-n+i-

Computationally efficient formulas for computing (j)kk are available.

Each ARMA process has a theoretical autocorrelation function (ACE) and a
partial autocorrelation function associated with it. In order to identify a particular

ARMA model, we construct the SACF and SPACE for a given series of data. We
then compare them with common ACF's and PACF's. Ifthere is a reasonable match,
then we have a tentative ARMA model.

Characteristics of stationary AR processes include the fact that the theoretical

ACE decays exponentially, or with a damped sine wave pattern, or both. The PACE

has spikes through lag p, and is zero afterwards. In Appendices A and B, an AR(1)
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model with

= .8 is shown. Appendix A demonstrates the decaying pattern of

the ACF,and.Appendix B shows the PAGF with a spike at lag 1, and virtually zero
after that.

A stationary MA process has an ACF that has spikes through lag q. and is zero

after lag g. Here, the PA:CF decays. In a mixed process, both the ACFand PAGF

Since for MA(g)series the autocorrelation function is zero for lags beyond g, the
AGF is a good indicator of the order of the process. However, the autocorrelations

of AR(p) series do hot remain zero after a certain ntimber of lags, and the PAGF is
useful for determining the order p.
, We now turn

where we begin by writing the nibdel for

the differenced series tct. We say that d

1, where d is the nurhber of differences

taken. This nieans that tye comptite the successive changes in the series for all t;
Wt = Xt — Xt-i. This is first differencing. If the mean is not yet constant, we can

take the first differences of the first differences (known as the second differences):

lu* = Wt — Wi-i =(xt — .Tt-j) —

where

are the second differences of

rr). In this case d>= 2, but first differences:£he usually adequate.

If d = 1 and a differenced series

is AflMA (0,1)^ we niay then define a model

for this nonstationary series as an ARIMA(2t,d,g)

original series

ARIMA (0,1,1) model for the

Here ARIMA is an abbreviation for Autoregressive Integrated

Moving Average, This ihtegrated process occurs very often in practice, and each
forecast fromThis process is ah vexpbnentially weighted moving average.^^^^^

To observe the ARlMA(0,lyl) we hotice that with d = 1, we ha
With p = 0 and g = 1, Wt =

^^

=

:

—

implies a model for the original

Xt - Xt-i--9tat-i

Xi — Xf—i

Oittf—i "l" ttf.

Here we are integrating, which is the opposite of differencing. So, a process that
includes differencing is called an integrated process, since we must integrate to get

back to the process for the driginal series.

We next consider the ARIMA(1,1,1) process given hy:wt -(piWt-i — Oiat-i+at.
If we substitute Xt — Xt-i iov wt, and add

to both sides of the equation, we

obtain: xt = Xt-i+(j){xt-i — Xt-2)— Oiat-i+%,which is an awkward way to express
a fairly simple process. To simply the writing of ARIMA processes, we often use
backshift notation, as in section 2.5.

To rewritethe AR(1)process using the backshift notation defined hy B^Xt — Xt-i,
we obtain;

+ o,t,

Xt -(l)iXt-i = ttt - Xt — <t>iBxi^ (I
Other common results using backshift notation are:

AR(2): (1-

MA(^:

-(t>2B'')xt= cit

:'

::

MA(2): Xt =(l +9iB -^ 92B^)at

ARMA(1,1): (^AtPiB)Xt^(l-9iB)at 
ARIMA(0,1,1): (1 -B)xt ={l-9iB)at

ARIMA(1,1,1): (1-

- B)xt = {1 +9iB)at.

Although most ARIMA proGesses are of low order, the general process can be
given using these definitions:

=(1

(the d-order differencing operator)

(j){B)=(1 — (piB — ^2-B^ — ... — (f)pB^) (the p-order AR operator)
0(B)=(1 — OiB — ^2^^ — ... — OgBf)(the §-order MA operator).
If we generalize the examples given in the previous section, we see that the

general ARIMA(p,d,5) process is:

(1-

-02^2-... -(l>pBP)il-B)''xt =(1- OiB-02B^-...- OgB'')at.

This now becomes: (})(B)V^Xt = 6(B)at.
In the data analysis chapter of this projecty we will discuss various models that

exhibit cyclical patteriijs due to a seasonal effect. In general, for a seasonal pattern

of length s, there should be a relationship between a;t,xt_s,a;t_2s,• ^ . For example,

ihonthly data (such as sales, rainfall, etc.) has length s — 12. Seasonal differencing
may be used, perhaps in addition to nonseasonal differencing. This idea is also
useful for daily, weekly, yearly or other time periods that may be appropriate. A

purely seasonal process is expressed as ARIMA(P,D,Q)s, where.Ps is the maximal
lag length on seasonal AR terms, and Qs is the same on seasonal MA terms. For

example, an ARIMA(1,0,2)12 has an AR term at lag s = 12, and MA terms at lags

s = 12 and s = 24. The most commonly used seasonal model is ARIMA(0,1,l)^.
This model is written as: Zt = Zt^s — Ogats + at. If we let Vj - 1 — P^, then an

equivalent form is: VgZt =(1 — 9sB^)at.
A combined nonseasonal and seasonal process is given by
24

ARIMA(p,d,q){P,D,Q)^. Suppose we hav(! the nonseasoiial part of an ARIMA
process'giv^-.by .

;

-v

C

A'■ ;a^

&{mbu;.

but the seasonal part is not represented yet. The random shock series is a series (6,)

with a seasonal pattern. If this pattern can be represented by XR and MA terms
we define:

:•

. Vf =(1 — B'^)^ (the D-order seasonal differencing operator)
=(1 — Osl^" — 4>-2sB~'' —...—(pPfiB''") (the P-order seasonal AR operator)

0{B'^)=(1 — OgB" — O-isB"^^ —... — OqsB^^^)(the Q-order seasonal MA operator).
Suppose the seasonal behavior of bt is described as: .

(I>{B')V% = e{B')at.
If we solve for ht, w(; get

'

e(B') :

,

If we substitute for bt into (6) we have:

0(S-)V'x.=«(i3)^^a..
Rearranging the terms, we obtain the combined multiplicative seasonal and nonsea
soiial

ARIMA(p,d,q){P,D,Q)s process;

(!>iB'')(!>{B)Vy'xt = eiBne(B)at.
For example, ARIMA (2,1,0)(0,1,l)i2 has a nonseasoiial portion (p,d,q) =

(2,1,0) and a seasonal portion {P,D,Q)s = (0,l,l)i2. The model says that after
25

both iionseasbnal and seasonal differencing of degree one (d = D = 1), the data
has a nonseasonal AR(2) pattern (p = 2) and a seasonal MA(1)12 pattern {Q — 1).
Other cases will be explored later as we investigate the ozone data.

3.2 StatovSpace Models

We now introduce some useful tools named for the contributions of R. E. Kalman.

We will express a dynamic system in a particular form called the state-space repre
sentation.

disturbances or noise are referred to as filters. We will look at th(! Kalman filter,

which is an algorithm for sequentially updatihg a linear projection lor the system

(see[3]). The Kalman filter can be applied to different types of problems, such as
filtering, interpolation, smoothing and extrapolation of time series. It is used to

combine measurement data provided by different measuring devices, each bf which

has its own type of errors (e.g. in navigation problems: gyroscopes, accelerometers,
doppler radar, etc.). It is tised in parameter estimation by restating a particular
problem with parameters instead of a state vector. Also, this algorithm provides
a way to calculate exact finite-sample forecasts, to factor matrix autocovariance
generating functions or spectral densities, and to estimate vector autoregressions

with coefficients that, change over time. An example of the usage of the Kalman

filter isto describe a missile's location(with an associated random vector) along with
an indirect satellite measurement, of the location that is affected by a random noise
vector.

-^
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3.2.1

Definitions

In contrast with our earlier scalar processes, we turn now to a multivariate state-

space with a vector-valued model that gives enough information about the state of

the system.[13] One difference between state-space and conventional linear model
representations is that the state of nature is not assumed to be a constant, but may

change with time. This comparison is addressed further in the next section. The
main point of state space representation is that knowing Xt, known as the state
of nature, is enough to predict

This is known as the Markovian property.

This is a property possessed by many physical systems. This dynamic feature is

incorporated by way of the dynamic (or system) equation:
X^+^ = FtXt+ Vt.

(7)

Here, Ft is a known quantity, and the dynamic equation error, Vt, has zero mean
and known variance. This is one of the fundamental state equations, which may

or may not be stationary. This equation describes the evolution of a state Xt (an
unob,servable quantity represented as a u x 1 vector) of a system at time t in terms
of a known sequence of u x v matrices Fi,F2,... and the sequence of random vectors

We proceed from the state variables to the observation variables, since in order
for a vector-valued time series model to be represented in linear state-space form,

we let the data Ft,Ft-i,... ,Fi denote the observed values of a variable of interest
at times t,t — 1,... ,1. We assume that F depends on Xt, and we would like to

make inferences about Xt, whose dimension may be different from the dimension
of F- We assume the relationship between F and Xt is linear and satisfies a vector
■27

(>(Illation of the form:

\ ■:% = GtXt + Wt,

(8)

where Gt is a known quantity. This is the observation equation, one of the state
equations. The observation error, Wt, is assumed to be normally distributed with
mean zero and a known variance. This equation then defines a sequence of observa

tions

obtained by applying a linear transformation to Xf and adding a random

noise vector Wi.

As mentioned previously, we may think of the location of a missile at time t as
Xt- The observation equation gives the actual observation Yt at time t. We look at
Yt, which may represent a radar track which does not fully represent Xf, to find Xt
indirectly, since it is not directly observable.

Another example is that of tracking a satellite's orbit around the earth.

The

unknown state of nature. At, could be the position and speed of the satellite at
time t, with respect to a spherical coordinate system with the origin at the center
of the earth. Since we cannot measure these quantities directly, we may obtain

measurements of distance to the satellite and the accompanying angles of measure

ment from tracking stations around the earth; these are the 1^'s. The principles

of geometry, mapping Yt into A^, would be incorporated in Gf, while Wt would re
flect the measurement error. Ft would indicate how the position and speed change

in time according to physical laws governing orbiting bodies, while Vt would allow
for deviations from these laws due to such factors as nonuniformity of the earth's
gravitational field, etc.

It is possible to forniulate a great variety of time series models in state-space
28^

form. When a state-space representation can be found, the simple structure of the

system equation permits relatively simple analysis ofthe process {-X't}. The behavior;
of{it} is then easy to determine from the observation equation.
We mahe the following assumptions:
1. FijFa,... is a sequence of known v x v matrices: v = dimX.

2. Gi,G2y.. is a sequence of knoWn ty k n m

3. (Xi,(V}', W[)} is an orthogonal sequence of random vectors with finite second
mornents. The raiidom yectors X and F are qrthogohal, written X -L F, if the

niatrix £?(XF/) == 0. Note that the vectors need not be the same length to be;
orthogonal.
4. EVt = 0 and EWt — 0 for all t.

y 5.

= 9^,^

E{VtWl)= St, where {Q,},

and {5^}:;

are Specified sequences of n X n, ro X w,and v xw matrices, respectively. (5t,{?t,and
St are covariances of the noise process.

Since Xt and F have functional forms, it follows from the third assumption

that we have the orthogonality relations, Vt -L Xg, Vt E Ys,Wt E Xg, and

X

Fj,1 < s < t. Also, when the matrices are independent of t, the subscripts will be
suppressed. The processes are related to linear time-invariant filters.

Definition. The process {Yt,t = 0,±1,...} is said to he obtained from {Xt,t =

0,±1,...} by application of the linear filter {ct^k, t, A:= 0,±1,...} if
OO

F= ^ Ct,kXk,t=0,±1, .
The coefficients Ct^k O,re called the weights of the filter[3]
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The filter is time-invariant if Ct,k depends only on t — k. We have the following
(see [5]):
Theorem 3. A hnear time-invariant stochastic state-space system, has the descrip

tion given by state equations(7) and (8) and hence'
;

■ . . \"-

'■

'/

. i \^ Tpt'

jT't'—t v

f-t
,:

Tpi—ll

where t > t!^ a/nd^^^_.^
is inierpreieh as m er^^
_ ^3
3.2.2

ComiDarison to ARMA Processes

There is an intimate connection between ARMA and state-space models; in fact,
they can be shown to bo equivalent. The following theorem shows that for each

ARMA system, there exists a state-space system that can reproduce its behavior.
In other words, each system can dynamically realize a system of the other type (see

^15]).

,v

Theorem 4. Given any ARMA system on T =[fco,oo),
Xjk T(^k,\Vk—\ T . • • X ^k,niyy~ni ~ QkfiVk T ... "I" Ok.n^Vk—n'.

which relates the sequences y — {yk EW',k:7: T} and {vk € M'";/c 6 T}, with initial
conditions at ko, there eydsts a linear state^space system

A'fc+i = TfcXfe + GkVk,
/v i;; ■

. Yk — HkXk + Dk Vk,k>ko

(9)
; , ;"^

and an initial state Xko G X = E" for some n £ Zu where Zy represents in
tegers '> 7isn(^ idiot Pk = yk for all k > ko- This means that itfiere exists a
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state-space system dynamically realizing the ARMA system on [A;o,oo). Conversely,
whenever {Hg^i,

i.e., whenever

\ k > fco} are uniformly observable with observability index 5,

{Hk+2Fk+iy,■ ■ ■ ,{Hk+s[F]l'yi~^y]' hasfull rankfor all k > ko,

any system of the form (9) can be dynamically realized by an ARMA system with
max{nt,n-i) < <5 + 1.

These statements are true for stochastic systems when (j/, w), or (|/,a;,
tively, are defined on some probability space (f],P). If the matrices appearing in
either case are time invariant, that is, if either the ARMA system or the state-space

system is time invariant, then there exists a corresponding time invariant dynamical
realization of the other system.

3.2.3

The Kalman Recursions

We next consider some problems associated with the slate-space model. Here we

would like the best (minimum mean-square error) estimates of the state vector

in terms ofthe observations^

... and a randoni vectqr Tq, under th conditions

Yo -k Vt and Yq _L YVt fbif all t(that is the matrices E-(YqT^') and E{YqW/)are zero)•
The vector Yq depends on the type of estimates required, and in many applications,

it is convenient to take Yq =(1,1,... ,1)'. If we try to estimate Xt in terms of the
data To,.y. .:,Y-^i known before time t, this is calied a prediction problem. If we
estimate Xi in terms ofthe data known as of time t: Yq,... ,Y? we have a filtering

problem, and if we estirnate

.. ,Y)j, where n > t, we have a

smoothing problem. Each of these problems can be solved using Kalman recursions.

We will look at the predictioh problem.
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Definition. The best one-step linear predictor Xt, of Xt = {Xti,... ,Xtv)' is the
random vector whose ith component,i = Ij.^ ,

is the best linear predictor (min

imizing prediction error variance, as discussed earlier M thye discussion of Hilhert

spaces) of Xti in terms of all the cQmponents of the t vectors, Yq, Yi,... ,It-i.
ffemercdlyj iXe best

Xt is defined to fitJh,e random

vector whose ith component is the bett linear estimator of Xa in terms of all the

components offifii Yi,...fiYf. This notation covers the problems of prediction, fil
tering and smoothing with k = t — 1, t, and n respectively. In particular, we de

note Xt = Xt\t--i. The corresponding error Covariance matrices are defined to be

= E[{Xt-Xtik){Xt- Xi|,)'].
Using Hilbert space techniques, we may also define P(X|lo,... ,Yi)to b(!th(!ran
dom i;-vector whose ith component is the orthogonal projection P{Xi\S) of X onto
the span, S, of all the components Yq,... ,Yt. We shall abbreviate P{X\Yo,.

j Yt)

by writing it asjust Pt(X). By the definition ofF(Xj|iS'),Pt{X)is the unique random
vector with components in S such that[X — Pi(W)]P Fs,s = 0,... ,t.
We define a generalized inverse of A as a matrix A~^ such that

= A.

Since P is linear,

P{X\Y)= E{XY')[E{YY')]

(11)

where [E{YY')]~^ is any generalized inverse of E{YY')(see [3]).

The best estimator Xt\s = Psi^t) and in particular, the best one-step linear
predictof Wt = Pt-i(Xt). Now, suppose that our state equations (7) and (8) hold,
= 0, E{UtUl)=

EUt =^E

Wt

Qt St

S't Rt
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, from the assumptions in the prior

section, where Ut is defined as the combined noise vector for the two processes,

:Xi,Ui,U2,:- ■ ■ are uncorrelatedj and Fo -h Vt and Fo -L iFt for all #.
W(! will now us(! orthogonality concerning a sequence {F}. We define the inno
vations /fas:

'r.^

v 'v'>

7o-Fo and It = F

'(Note: Innovations are not the information set /( of section 2.5). By the definition
of the one-step predictor, F — Pt-iF, so It = F — F, which equals F — GtXt hy

the observation equation (8), with Wt= 0. Using the same equation. It is equal to

By the definition of the prbjection P(A't|S'), the sequence {It} is orthogonal.
Now, if in general. Mi and M2 are two closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H,and

if Ml ± M2, (that is, x I- y for all x G Mi and y € M2), then it follows that

Pmi®M2 — Pmi + PiU2r where Mi © M2 is the closed subspace {a;4- y : x
y G M2}- Thus, the following relation holds:

Now,from the projection definition, we find that

Xi+i = PtXt+i = Pt-iXt+i +PiXt+i\It).
Since

Pt-iXt+i = Pt-i{FtXt+ Vt)= FX,t-)
and thus

Xt+i^FtXt+ Kt{Yt-GtXt),
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Mi and

where we need to find an "optinial gain rnatrix" K. To do so,we define

which becomes

where 0^ is the error covariance matrix. Also, we define

which becomes FtOtCj+ iSt. We can now see that due to (7)

Ai+i> TiW +0tAr'A, .
where

(12)

is any generalized inverse of A^, and now we have found K — O^A^^.

So, to update for At+i, we get FtXt-, and then look for the best predictor based on
the difference between Yt and its prediction, GtXt.

The one-step predictors, Xt = Pt-iXt, and matrices il.t are uniquely determined
by the initial conditions:

;,

" Ai -= P(Ai|Ti)),; v

;(13).

Hi = E{X,X[), ■

(14)

d'l - EiX.X'^;

(15)

T2i = ni-afi.;

(i6).

Here, Ht+i is the uncorrelated total error covariaUce, and is equal to E{FXt—FXtY.

The covariance of the optimal predictor is given by
To evaluate At,©t and fli recursively, we notice that

■■
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,

from the initial conditions(14-16). From the dynamic equation (7), and (11),
FtUtFl+ Qt and

=

= Ft%FI -h

The recursions are given by:

GtQjtG'f + Rt

(17)

FtWt+ St

(18)

Ht+i

Ft^tFl; -f Qt

(19)

^t+i

Ft%F;+ etA^'e'^

(20)

At

(21)

So, given fit, we can calculate At and 0t by (17) and (18). With lit ffoni the
state equations, we can easily obtain Ilt+i. And with ©t, we can obtain ^t•
Example:

We now present an example[3] of a non-stationary state-space model defined by
Xt+i = 2Xt -I- Vt, and Yt = Xt+ Wt,t = 1,2,... , where Xi = 1, To == 1, and
Vt
Ut

- WN

Wt

m- 1 0
0,
\

0

1

Ut is the error matrix containing the dynamic equation error and the observation
error. Vt and Wt are independent white noise processes.

This model essentially doubles each value of Xt+\ in the system equation relative
to its prior value. The observation equation is basically unchanged,so that it appears
like an exponential function. So, Ft = 2,Gt = l,Qt = l,Rt = 1, and St = 0. We

would like state estimates in terms of the y's, and therefore choose yo = 1. We also
let III =

= 1,fij = 0.
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In this case, we have:

+1

(22)

0t =

(23)

n<+l = ^rllt + 1

(24)

[This is a geometric series with the first term, ai = IIi = 1, and common ratio,

r — 4. The sum ofthe first n terms is, then:

. Therefore, Ilf+i = |(4^"'"^ — !)]•

Also:

4Q2

%+, = 4%+etA;'e',=4%+4e',A;'= m +r^

■

(25)

i +ALt

'Ot+I =

If we set

=

,

= —flt+i + 5(4*^^ ~ 1); then from (25):

-n<+i + 3(4'+'-1)=4[-f),+ 3(4'-1)]+

1+

4Q?

~^t+i — —40^ — 1 +

^

1 +.

(1 + Q^t)(1 + 4f2^) —
1+.^t
This yields the recursion:
1+

^t+i —
. 1+
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,

(26)

Prom this it can be shown that:

, ^^4+2V5-(V5-l)c^-';
Thd solution of

' , At;—

■+■ I''

n, = i(4'-i)
;

The equations for the estimators and mean square errors ca,h now be found, ^e
see that the one-step predictor of

satisfies the recursions:

^;2^

Xi

,

with niean squared error, Qt^iThis Compares favQi:ably with the intuitive solution
offered earlier, with each new value of Xf+i essentially twice that of X(, along with
an appropriate adjustment.

The one-step predictor of Ti+i isPtTt+i = ^t+i- If we define the mean squared
error of

to be

4- .Pf4-1, and

1,^

—

+ 1 The mean squared errorj Oj, of the one-step predictor of the state Xt
converges as t —> 00. So, then we have:

1

limOj—- 2 -l- v/s ~ 4.236v

: t—>00

Kaimah recursions are ideally suited to the precise analysispf data:with rnissing
values (see[3]). We how look at {Th,. . . ,Fj,,} where ii,i2, • • • ,tn are positiveihtegers
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such that 1 < ii < i2 < ... < ir < n. The process {Yt} can be observed at irregular
intervals, or equivalently, we may have data such that we have only r observations

out of the n total possible observations, so that n — r observations are missing from

the sequence {Yi,... ,Yn}
Example; [3]
We look at an AR(1) series with one missing observation, namely, we have ob
servations yo,yi,y3,y4,y5- Let {Yt} be the process defined by: Yt — Xt,Xt+i =
(j)Xt + Zt+i- A corresponding model for a series with missing observations may be

called {Y(*} (to distinguish it from one without missing values). This is given by:

= FtXt+ Vt,Y;= G^Xt+ W:,

where Ft = 0;G* = 1 if t / 2,0 if t = 2; Vt = ^t+i;W;= 0 if t / 2,At if t = 2

(where {At} is a A(0,T) white noise sequence); Qt —

Rt — 0

t ^ 2,1 ii

t = 2]S^ = 0; and we assume that {Y)*} is stationary. Starting from the initial
conditions,

Xi =0,Hi =

=(T^/(1 —

and applying the recursions, we find:

0tA^^ = (?!i if t = 1,3,4,5
= Gift = 2,

Q,t = cr^/(1 — (j)^) if t = 1
= a^{l -1- (j)^) if t = 3
= <7^ if t = 2,4,5.
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And, ■

= 0,X2 =(f>yi,X3 =

= #3,^5 = (t>y4

It can be shown that:

^= ^2 = 0>^

^

^= <^y4,

with corresponding mean squared errors:

Et = aV(l- <!>% E^-1, E;= a^Cl
Now, applying

= a\

+ 14v we find that:

P1X2 =' P2X2 =(t>yuPzX2 = PaX2 = P5X2=

^2,2 = <7^;n2,3 =

= o,t > 4.

Also, fl2|l = ^2\2 - C^;^2|t = 1+^2,t >3.
Since E(VtWl)= St = 0,t = 1, —,n, we find from the fact that
P{Yt\Yo,Y,„... ,Y,J = GtP{Xt\Y*,Y*,... ,Y:)
that the minimum mean squared error estimator of the missing value y2 is:

p = P^X2
D = Hvi
P5y2
.
,+,„ys),
1+0^
with mean squared error: n2j5 =

■

2

3.3 Spectral Analysis and the Periodogram
Up until now, we have been concerned with the time domain. We can also

analyze the value of a scalar process

as a weighted sum of periodic functions of
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the formcos(wi) and sm{cot), where lo denotes a particular frequency:
poo

Xt = iJ,+

poo

a{uj)cos{u!t)du!+ / P{u)sm{ut)du)+e.
Jo

Jo

We express t as continuous time in this context, since the theory is then easier to
formulate than with discrete time.

We will attempt to determine how important cycles of different frequencies are
in accounting for the behavior of x. This is known as frequency domain or spectral

analysis. The two kinds of analysis are not mutually exclusive. Any covariancestationary process can be expressed by either the time domain or frequency domain

representations. [9]

Definition. Let

be a covariance-stationary process with mean E(xt)= fi

and jth autocovariance E{xt — p){xt-j — p)= 7^. The time t is discrete time. If the
autocovariances are absolutely summable, the autocovariance-generating function is
given by:
00

9xiz)=
j--oo

■

where z denotes a complex scalar. If the prior equation is divided by 27r and eval
uated at some z represented by z =

for a real scalar u, the result is called the

population spectrum of x:

s,{u)=

1

1

—

°°
j=-oo

This spectrum is a function of tu, since given any value of w and a sequence of

autocovariances: {7j}^_oo) we can calculate the value of Sx (co)• According to De
Moivre's Theorem,

= cos(a;j) — ■jsin(a;y), meaning that the spectrum can be
40

■■■written'as:; .-;

i

1

°°

Sx{c^) = 7^
Y1 lj\cos{ujj)-ism{wj)}.
27r
J=-oo

Now, given an observed sample of n observations d^

calculate up to

— 1 saniple autocdvaria,nces from the formula,s: ;
n

-1 ^

;

^

^ 0,1,2, . j h -If; ■
i;=

';

where^ is the sample mean, equal to

Definition* For any givenm we can construct the sample analog of Sx(w), which is
known as the sample periodograrn:

r--:.' .' '

,

''y

f

:

• '

- v/

,

V '■

- ■' -i

-:V ■

'

n—1

j,=-n+l

This can be e^pr^ss6<^

Y r

n—i
5=1,,

It can be shown that the area under the periodogram is the sample variance of y :

•;

yy:".Ny;:'

/y.. hx(w)dw—hfo..rh

f;-' y

; V- .

Like the population spectrum, the sample periodogram is symmetric around
w = 0, so that we equivalently write:

;

■
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pTT

7o — 2 / 'Sx{u))doo.

Jo

Now, given any n observations on a process {xi^X2i ■ ■ ■ ,Xn), there exist frequen
cies CiJi,u)2,... j OJjn and coefficients /2,Si,S2,... ,am,Pi,(J2, ■ ■ ■ ,Pm such that the
value for x at date t can be expressed as:
m

Xt = ju -l-

cos[a;j(t- 1)]-I-

sin[wj(t- 1)]},

where the variable cij cos[ti;j(t — 1)] is orthogonal in the sample to

(27)
cos[a;jt(^ — 1)],

for j7^ k, the variable PjSin[LOj(t — 1)] is orthogonal to PkSin[uk{t — 1)] for j^ k,
and the variable ajCos[u)j{t — 1)] is orthogonal to PkSm[LOk{t — 1)] for all j and k.
Orthogonality is taken in the sense that if/ and g are orthogonal, then

The sample variance ofa; is n~^ =

fg = 0.

portion of this variance

that can be attributed to cycles with frequency coj can be inferred from the sample

periodogram Sa;(a;j).
Now, let us assume that sample size n is an odd number. Then, Xt will be

expressed in terms of periodic functions with m =(n — l)/2 different frequencies in
(27). The frequencies tui,0)2,

are specified as follows:

Wi = 27r/n,a;2 = 47r/n,...,cUto — 2m7r/n. .
Therefore, the highest frequency considered is:

2{n - l)7r
= —X

2n.

.

1.

=(l--)7r<7r.
,

n ,

If we perform an ordinary least squares regression of the value of Xt on a constant
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and on the various cosine and sine terms, we obtain:
m

zt = /i+

cos[ujj{t- 1)]+/3j[smuj{t — 1)]}+ Ut-

We may view this as a standard regression model of the form:

Xt = A'Zt+ Ut,

(28)

where

Zt = [l,cos(a;i(t- l),sinc(;i(t- l),cosa;2(t- l),sin6<;2(t-1),...,cosa;^(t-1),
sinumit- 1))]'
,A V ~ [lJ,, CXi,l3i,(X2i02y - -



Note that Zt has 2m+l = n elements,so there are as many explanatory variables
as observations. It can be shown that the elements of Zt are linearly independent,

meaning that an ordinary least squares regression of Xt on Zt yields a perfect fit. So,
the fitted values for this regression are ofthe form of(28) with no error term ut. Also,

the coefficients of this regression have the property that ^(a|+ jS'^) represents the
portion of the sample variance of x that can be attributed to cycles with frequency

u)j. This magnitude |(S|+Pj) further turns out to be proportional to the sample
periodogram evaluated at ujj. In other words, any observed series xi,X2, ■ ■ ■ ,Xn can
be expressed in terms of periodic functions as in (28), and the portion of the sample

variance that is due to cycles with Uj can be found from the sample periodogram.

3.4

The Wiener Filter

The problem of parameter estimation is closely related with that of optimal
filtering and state estimation. We turn now to the contributions of N. Wiener,
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who, during the second world war did his fundamehtal studies on interpolation,

extrapolation and smoothing of time series. To introduce the Wiener filter, we first
make the following definitions. Let x{t) be the information-carrying terras (where
t represents continuous time), and n{t) be the observation noise. There are three
situations: let

stand for one particular case (the deSired;^c^

x{t — r):

is interpolated, x{t) is filtered, and x(t + r) is extrapolated, with r > 0. We will
consider the situation where a:(t) is filtered. The others can also be approached by
these methods. We let Xrf(t) be the estimation of

, obtained by means of the

filter from a: -f n. Lastly, e(t)= Xd{t) — Xd{t) is the error that has to be niinimized
by choice of filters ih the least squares sense. The filter has to be chosen based on

a priori knowledge about x and r)..[6]

Wiener assumed that the signals a;(t) and n(t) are stationary, that is, their
statistical propertiesdon't change with time, and that they have known power spec
tra. The filter is restricted to be linear, time invariant:and physically realizable,
characterized by a process h(t). Both the Weiner filter and the Kalinan filter are
considered optinial,and should lead to the same result under appropriate conditions.

Assuming that x{t) and n(t) are sample functions of an ergodic (i.e., x -^:E{xt),

time average) stochastic process, the criterion of optimality is to minimize the ex

pected squared error, i.e., min£'[e^(t)]. For a;d(t) = a:(t) and X(i(t) =^(t)this results
in a minimization of

with

T'

;;

=

y

, ^—oq

The desired terms x(t} and the input terms M(t) make up the the output, y{t).
Due to linearity, we find the convohition integral holds:

y{t)= j h{9)u{t — 6)d0+n{i.)= h{i)* u{t)+n{t)
■ uo

/

(29)
. .

An input u(t) arid,a disturbance n(t) are both stochastic, so the output y(t) is
as well. Since u{t) is stationary, the implication is that for processes with a memory

h{t) of finite duration, y{t) will be stationary also.
We use a correlation technique, multiplying both sides of the prior equation by

u(t —r), and taking the mathematical expectation:
poo

E[u{t — T)y{t)]= I h{0)E[u{t — T)u(t — 6)]d9+E[u(t — r)n{t)].:
■:

■■■■■

Defining 'ipuyiii,t2) = E[U{ti)Y{t2)] as the cross-correlation function between
two processes u and y, this becomes:
poo
uy

'

'

■,

(t) = / h{9)ipuuiT - 9)d9 + Q = h{T) *iPuu{t) + 0,

(30)

Jo

if n(t) and u(t) are independent. Equation (29) relates the stochastic functions u{t)
and y{t); equation (30) is the delation between deterministic functions, describing
important characteristics of those stochastic functions.

To determine a function h{t), we consider the average-Squared error:

e; =i/ e^di
TJo

with
poo

;(t) = y{t}—

h{9)u{t

■ , Jo

\
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Let us assume that h{6) is the function that minimizes E. Then any h{t) can be
written as

h{6)= h{d)+ aha{d)
where ha is an arbitrary function with ha(0)=0 for ^ < 0. By definition, E will be
larger for a

0 than for a = 0. Therefore,
dE

-0,
da

q;=0

or:

2

~

Tj

~j

~

p^

J ha{T)u{t-T)dT

dt — 0.

This can be written as:

/OO

-j pi

poo^

fT

1 pi

hair) j yit)u{t-T)dt- J h{0)de—J u{t-0)u{t-T)dt

dr = 0.

Since hair) is an arbitrary function, we may infer that:
I fT

/.oo^

2 /.T

— J y{t)uit-T)dt=J h{0)d0—j u{t-0)uit-T)dt,
or:

poo

iT,T)=

^

h{0)iP^^iT-0,T)d0.

uy

Jo

The correlation measurement has to be over a finite time interval, resulting in

an approximation (indicated by ~) of the true correlation function. As T —)■ oo :
poo ^

'(puyir) ^ / hi0)ipuu{r - 0)d0.
Jo

This is known as the Wiener-Hopf equation^ which is essentially the same as

equation (30). For physical realizability of the filter, hit) = 0 for t < 0. The
46

solution of this equation for h{9) is in general not simple. Usually it is done by
transformation to the frequency domain; here the condition of physical realizability
adds a serious complication.
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis

In this section we sunirnarize an analysis of a set of data using the topics dis
cussed. In a cooperative Yenture between the U. S. Forest Service and the University
of California at Davis, ozone measurements were taken hourly from June through

October, for a period of four to five years concluding in 1994, at a dozen sites
throughout California. The sites ranged from Mt. Uassen in the north to Barton

Flats in the south. These two sites also had the lowest and highest overall levels of

ozone, respectively. Cyclical patterns were evident, with levels invariably peaking
in the afternoon, and with lowest levels occurring just before sunrise.

4.1

Choosing Between Two Models

The ozone measurements for all twelve sites were investigated, and it was decided
to use the site at Barton Flats in the San Bernardino National Forest. This was

picked since it is the closest to the CSUSB campus, and since it usually has the

highest recorded amounts of ozbne, At first, ozone level was plotted vs. days
(expressed in Julian dates). Due to the large number of hours recorded, it was more
useful to focus on smaller windows of time,such as a month. We focused on July of
1994, which had the highest mean amduht of ozone for the months recorded there,
although there were a few isolated higher months found at other sites.

We next obtained the ACF and PACF plots(Appendices C and D)and found
that, along with nearly all of the sites, it seemed to fit the patterns of an AR(2)
model established earlier. That is, the ACF decayed exponentially and the PACF

had spikes through the second lag, and was closeto zero afterwards. The parameters
obtained from SYSTAT were

■ ■ ■: ■

■N--V

= 1.467 and (f)2 = —0.484:

^■\48.^■(^' ■ •N; ■ ■ U'U::, . ' -y-

I/ f

However, since levels of ozoiie exhibit a daily pattern, we looked at a seasonal

modelfor a 24 hour "season'^,A^HIMA(1,0,0)(1,0,0)24. The (t>i parameter had a value
of 0.97C, and the seasonal parameter was 0.515. We used the model: (1 —

—

= Of, and it also seemed to fit the data fairly well. Then we looked at the
residuals obtained by subtracting predicted values from observed values. In both
cases, the residuals had a zero mean, as expected. Appendix E shows the residuals

of the AR(2) model that had only two spikes near 50, where the predicted value
was incorrect by that amount. Appendix F has the residuals of the seasonal model.
One spike on this graph exceeded 50, however, it still wasn't clear which model
had the best fit. We then decided to compare rnean squared residuals, to take into

account the different number of observations. The seasonal model had an average of

9L969 squared residuals, compared to 104.657 with the AR(2) model. Therefore,
the seasonal model appears to be the best model to represent this particular case.
This seems to be substantiated by graphs of the measured ozone as compared
to the predicted values for a four day period from July 15 to 18, 1994. This time

period was chosen because the high ozone values and strong fluctuations might have

tended to discourage a good fit by any model. Also, narrowing the period gives
us a better view of the graphs. Whereas the AR(2) model has trouble forecasting

the level at the beginning of day 198 (July 17) in Appendix G, it seems as if the
Seasonal modelin Appendix H has few misses in this period of time.

4.2

A Kalman Filter Model

Finally, we generated a list ofthe monthly highs for each of the sites and choseto
investigate the Barton Flats site again by using the Kalman Filter. This data, set
A'

M

■

showed characteristics of a stationary AR(2) model,given by cct+i =(piXf^4>2Xt-i+
ej. This modercan be written in state-space fornx:

^

Xt+l
Xt

(t>2 ^

V

0

Xt

St

Xt

7

-^7

with observation equations:
/

/
Vt

Xt

=G
yt-ij

\ Xt-1

where G is used to model missing data, and is equal to either
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1 0
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0

0

1

P2=

PI =
0 0

or the identity Or zero matrices. Since there is no randomness in the model, Wt = 0.
The computer package MINITAB was used, and during the months that ozone

levels were notavailable, a background value of 50 parts per billion was substituted.
For the observation equation (8), the matrix for G was first inputted, consisting of
2 X 2 identity rnatrices used during the main growing season, zero matrices during
the non-growing season when we didn't get anything observable, as well as PI and
P2, used to tra,nsition from one to another in June and October. Values of

and

^2 were found to be 0.8354 and -0.1781, respectively. These Values were included

in the F matrix used in the dynamic equation (7). The P and P matriGes are zero,

since they are covariances of the noise process: P(lVilV/) and P(VtIT/) respectively,
where Vt is the dynamic equation error, and Wt is the observation error, both with
zero mean.

By use of what are known as Yule-Walker equations for stationarity, a value of
was found to be 2069.73,and

= 4299.42 was obtained from the data. These values
50^

(1X
make up the n matrix(19), which remains constant and equals a.

p=

p^

, where

XP
J
cTg is the only non-zero component of the Q matrix. As with equation

(17), the A matrix is found to be equal to
0

\

0

0

/

during the growing season, and then.
\

am 0
=

0

0

/

During the non-growing season, when A is the zero matrix, we define A ^ to be the
same. By way of(18),0 is also found. The optimal gain matrix K is obtained by
0A-h::

After the recursions went through 27 cycles, a results page was printed which
or non-

growing cycles, but had a tough time explaining the transition between them. If
12-month data had been obtained, it appears likely that the recursions would have
done a better job of prediction.
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APPENDIX A

Autocorrelation Plot
AR(1)Process
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APPENDIX B

Partial Autocorrelation Plot
AR(1)Process
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APPENDIX C

Autocorrelation Plot
Barton Flats, July 1994
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APPENDIX D

Partial Autocorrelation Plot
Barton Flats, July 1994
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APPENDIX E

RESIDUALS OF AR(2)MODEL
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APPENDIX F
RESIDUALS OF SEASONAL MODEL
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APPENDIXG

GRAPH OF OBSERVED VS. PREDICTED OZONE
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APPENDIX H

GRAPH OF OBSERVED VS. PREDICTED OZONE
SEASONAL MODEL
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